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Targeted topics

| SU-INFRA01-2018-2019-2020 | Prevention, detection, response and mitigation of combined physical and cyber threats to critical infrastructure |
• **LAMIH competencies**: Automation and Control, Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science and Human and Life Sciences in the fields of Transportation and Security; Mobility and Disability; and Transport & Logistics.

• **Organization experience in the European project**: UVHC has coordinated two Tempus projects and is coordinated an ERASMUS+ one (SIGMA_RAIL). It has been also a partner in 1 Eurostar project and 6 FP7 projects (ITERATE, THOMO, MODSAFE, AEROTRAIN, MADMAX and RD-CSPP) and was granted 5 interreg projects in 2016 (BIOHARV, TECH2FAB, CUBISM, TRANSPORT, and C2L3PLAY), 1 H2020 project, 1 Chaire Jean Monnet, and one CEF-Transport.

• **The skills I can bring**: expertise in trust within socio-technical systems. Concretly, I would be interested to contribute to the modelling of trust interdependencies in critical infrastructures as well as to develop metrics of meta-trustworthiness for critical infrastructure protection.